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Serious About Service

Our Story
Over the years
John Leith established our recruitment business in 2004 on a commitment to excellence,
service and ethics.
Over the past years, 2discover has built upon these values to become a trusted name
and powerful player in the Australian marketplace. We offer the best advice as a result of
our unique combination of sector knowledge and geographical expertise, having proudly
recruited for a broad range of companies – from international corporate to household brand
names to SME’s.
Since the beginning, 2discover has successfully placed our candidates whilst developing
(long - term) and lasting partnerships with both the candidates and clients we deal with.

In The Areas Of:
Human Resources

2discover’s ambition is to be more than a supplier. We want to stand out as the preferred
service partner for business and commerce. Above all, we want to be your partner of choice.
Partnership, for 2discover, is more than a well meaning selling point. It’s our entire business
model. We don’t just promise more than our competitors, we deliver it, day in, day out.

Secretarial &
Business Support

The Decade Ahead

Finance &
Accounting

A key to 2discover’s success has undoubtedly been our drive to
lead the recruitment industry.

Sales & Marketing
Technology
Contact Centres

A selection of our innovations include being the first and only
recruitment company in Australia to practise “ sharing the risk”
which is our no quibble guarantee technique. If our
clients are not happy with the service then they don’t
pay.
We are the official sponsor of the Human
Resources industry awards as well as the Gold
sponsor of the APAC HR Summit, we also host
employment HR seminars and award attractive
referral incentives.
Going forward, we actively plan to continue
as the industry forerunner through both
organic growth and strategic acquisition, whilst
strengthening our service offering to you.
Here’s to the next decade.
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Our Expertise
In addition to our overall HR focus, we have
established specialist divisions to complement
		

our clients’ requirements from entry to executive level in the areas of:
• Human Resources
• Secretarial & Business Support
• Finance & Accounting
• Sales & Marketing
• Technology
• Customer Service

“

As 2discover’s Managing Director, I am truly excited by the constant
growth of our business and our long-term commitment to national success.
Hopefully the pages within reveal to both new and loyal clients our
undeniable passion for recruitment.

”

John Leith
Managing Director
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Human Resources
We have perfected our capabilities throughout
the previous years alongside our clients &
		

their individual recruitment needs.

Whether you need interim cover for your maternity leave or a permanent HR
Manager for your new offices or ad hoc temporary cover in the HR support
arena you will benefit from our unrivalled recruitment expertise.
The range of positions 2discover recruits for includes:
• Executive Search HR Executives

• Remuneration and Benefits

• HR Directors

• Occupational Health and Safety

• HR Managers

• Organisational Development

• HR Generalists

• Change Management

• HR Advisors

• Talent Management

• HR Projects

• Recruitment Specialists

• Learning and Development

“Sydney Water recently
restructured their HR
department and needed
to recruit top quality HR
Professionals for their business
We went to 2discover to assist
us with our search as we found
our existing agency were unable
to supply the number of top
quality candidates needed for
the restructure.
2discover were able to provide
top quality HR candidates
with superior customer service
– understanding our needs
and expectations. They were
professional and persistent
which resulted in Sydney Water
acquiring a high performing HR
team who have brought added
capabilities and experience to
our existing team.
I have no hesitation in
recommending 2discover
due to their professionalism,
customer service and
understanding of Sydney Water
needs. Hopefully the pages
within reveal to both new and
loyal clients our undeniable
passion for recruitment.
Peter Mills
GM of HR - Sydney Water
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Secretarial & Business Support
We have perfected our capabilities throughout
the previous years alongside our clients &
		

their individual recruitment needs.

Today 2discover successfully recruits across the full secretarial and office
support spectrum, from customer services to reception to office management
to executive level.
Whether you need temporary cover for your Switchboard Operator who is
going on holiday, a contract PA to handle a maternity leave or a permanent
Office Manager for your new premises, you will benefit from our unrivalled
recruitment expertise.
The range of positions 2discover recruits for includes:

• Secretarial

• Executive and Personal Assistant

• Marketing and Events Support

• Administration

• Data Entry and Mail Room

• Customer Service and Telesales

“I’ve found 2discover both
reactive and flexible. They
understand our business and
together we’ve been able to
form an effective partnership.
2discover have been able to
think strategically about our
Brand and our search for talent.
Moreover in addition to thinking
and talking have actually also
delivered. A key element to
any recruitment partnership,
especially in a talent short
marketplace!”
Elise Pursey
Recruitment Manager - KPMG
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Finance & Accounting
2discover successfully recruits across
the full Finance and Accounting
		

spectrum from Finance Directors to

			Accounts Clerks
Whether you want temporary cover for your end of year accounts, a
contract analyst or a permanent Finance Manager, you will benefit from
our unrivalled recruitment expertise.
Today, 2discover successfully recruits across the full Finance and
Accounting spectrum from Finance Directors to Accounts Clerks.
The range of positions 2discover recruits for includes:
• Chief Financial Officer

• Accounts Payable Officer/Supervisor

• General Manager – Finance

• Accounts Receivable Officer/Supervisor

• Finance Director

• Credit Officer/Supervisor/Controller/
Manager

• Financial Controller
• Finance Manager
• Commercial Manager
• Assistant Accountant
• Risk, Compliance and Operations
Officer
• Business Analyst/Commercia Analyst
• Financial, Management, Group,
Corporate, Cost, Systems, Project
Accountant

• Collections Officer
• Payroll Officer/Supervisor/Manager
• (GL) Reconciliations Officer
• Bookkeeper
• Accounting Clerk
• Purchasing/Procurement (nontechnical
supply chain roles)

“We set a “quirky” task and
2discover came up trumps
again. Your team ability to find
the right people to fit our culture
is nothing short of amazing.
2discover have had a 100% hit
rate and I can only think it is
because 2discover know us so
well.
I want to say thank you, your
patience, understanding,
knowledge and wonderful
guidance through the
recruitment process are second
to none. I love dealing with you
guys, keep it up.”
Annie Doyle
Manager Business and Finance
Stellar Inflight
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Sales & Marketing
Today 2discover successfully recruits across the full Sales and Marketing
spectrum from Marketing Director to a sales support level.
Whether you need interim cover for your Communication Manager or
permanent Product Manager, you will benefit from our unrivalled recruitment
expertise.
The range of positions 2discover recruits for includes:
• Marketing Director

• Marketing Manager

• Sales Manager

• Account Manager

• Product Manager

• Communication Manager

• Business Development

• Marketing Analyst

• Brand Manager

• Graphic Designer

• Business Analyst

• Event Manager

“2discover has assisted me
over the years with idenitifying
both senior and junior
marketing staff. The calibre of
candidates, and the quality of
service provided, has surpassed
all previous experiences with
recruitment comapnies.
I highly recommend 2discover
and look forward to using
them for my future recruitment
needs.”
Amanda Houlihan
Marketing Director - Travelex
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Technology
Today 2discover successfully recruits across the full IT Spectrum, from
Project Managers to help desk consultants.
Whether you want temporary cover for your help desk consultant who is
going on holiday, a contract Business Analyst or a permanent Software
development Manager, you will benefit from our unrivalled recruitment
expertise.
The range of positions 2discover recruits for includes:
• Client Service Manager

• Business Analyst

• Web designers

• Project Managers

• Software Developers

• Data Integrity

• Analyst Programmers

• Modelling Analyst

• Net Developers

• Pronto specialists

• Test Analyst

• IT Help Desk

“Having used 2discover for
a range of specialist roles in
OHSE, Finance and IT both
contract and permanent)
I have been impressed
with their ability to source
and assess candidates
across disciplines. They
demonstrate high standards
of professionalism in dealing
both with the candidates
and with me as a client and
have worked extremely well in
understanding the nature of our
business. I have no hesitation
in recommending them and
continue to use them as a key
provider for recruitment.”
Julie Chesterton
Group Manager, Human
Resources
Hastie Group Ltd
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Customer Service
Today 2discover successfully recruits the full Customer Service spectrum from
Contract Managers to Customer service staff.
Whether you need interim cover for your maternity leave or permanent Call
Centre team members for your growing business or just ad hoc temporary help
in the peaks of your business, you will benefit from our unrivalled recruitment
expertise.
The range of positions 2discover recruits for includes:
• Contact Centre Managers

• Supervisors and Coaches

• Queue Managers

• Inbound Call centre

• Real time Managers

• Team Leaders

• Customer Service

• Outbound Call centre

• Resource Planning

• Quality Assurance

“2discover have always
responded quickly and
efficiently to requests for
permanent and temporary staff,
even when they have been
called at the eleventh hour they
have been able to help Colonial
First State by providing high
calibre candidates.
2discover spent time in our
working environment to gain
a better understanding of
what we actually do; this was
time well spent and really
contributed to 2discover’s
success with us. 2discover
also provided the frame work
for us to run an assessment
centre; this saved us time and
resources.
The staff at 2discover always
deliver and are genuinely
client focused. I recommend
2discover to anyone looking
for a recruiter with Experience,
Integrity and Personality!”
Catherine Badran
Head of Client Services
Development
Colonial First State
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Our People
Here at 2discover, we firmly believe that a
company has two assets - its customers and its employees.
		The high calibre personnel we attract and hire is not left to chance.

Consultants
2discover works hard at providing a different type of employment experience
- far from impersonal, our lively culture attracts passionate personalities who
thrive on the professional environment created.
In addition to a strong principled foundation, we empower employees to
become, ambassador stakeholders‟ in their particular business area. Our
2discover management team consists of Consultants who have worked
up the ranks and understand what it takes to be successful within the
workforce.
Career development is additionally vital to attracting and retaining valuable
staff. Our talented training team invests in each of our employees, from
entry to experienced Consultants to frontline personnel. We further support
individuals with performance development plans to maximize their career
growth whilst ensuring a healthy balance between their work and personal
lives.

“2discover is big enough
to make an impact on the
recruitment industry but still
maintains a “small firm feel”,
that’s what I love about the
2discover approach to its
employees. I’m excited about
where the company is going,
the team is professional and
there is a certain confidence in
the team coupled with the fact
that they are all a lot of fun to
work with.”

Eoin Tarleton
National Manager
2discover Sydney
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Attraction
From our own company experience,
we appreciate that each new hire affects
		the reputation of a company.

Candidates
2discovers proven ability to attract and supply high calibre, professional
candidates is a result of our 40 years of combined experience. We know what
works, what doesn’t and what length of time is required to successfully attract
the perfect candidate.
Our sourcing methods, in line with Equal Opportunities and Diversity Policies,
includes both technology and personal means.
Technology-based
• Database – Serving all our offices, 2discover has a highly developed,
in house database. With state-of-the-art search capabilities, it enables
us to immediately deliver to our clients a shortlist of active, screened
candidates.
• 2discover Website – Our international website, which is visited by
thousands of jobseekers on a monthly basis and is directly linked to our
candidate database, provides instant access to our vacancies and client
recruitment campaigns.
• Industry and Niche Job Boards – As a significant customer of both
generic and local job boards, 2discovers unmistakable presence on the
Internet is promoted through volume job postings, banners and profiles.
• Direct Mail – Targeted online 2discover mailings to potential jobseekers
have proven effective in building awareness of specific client recruitment
drives.

“I was nervous about making
the transition from Sydney city
life to Brisbane local life, but
2discover were so helpful I
now have a fantastic job great
company and have achieved
that great work/life balance I
was looking for.”
Bonnie Ingram
OH & S Manager - IKEA
12
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Step by Step Screening
2discover is winning the war for talent.

Screening
To supply our clients with only the best candidates, our screening procedure is robust. Across
all of our divisions, active candidates registered on the 2discover database are pre-qualified for
new vacancies by successfully undergoing:
• Comprehensive CBI to determine their suitability in various work Environments.
• Personality appraisals to evaluate attitude, verbal & non-verbal communication skills and
career goals.
• In-depth computerised testing to benchmark skill levels on the latest and most relevant
software packages, as well as typing and spelling accuracy.
• Proven compliance for any necessary legal work requirements including referencing for all
temporary candidates.
Only when our 2discover Consultants are confident that a candidate is of the highest calibre
would we recommend them for a client shortlist.

Retention
The majority of candidates who choose to register solely with 2discover reflects our long-term
investment in supporting and developing our candidate base.

Step-by-Step Screening
• Screening
• Telephone consultation
• CBI
• Skills assessment
• Legal requirements
• Referencing (where applicable)
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Our Clients
As a 2discover client, you can be assured
that your employment brand will be showcased in the
		best possible light to enhance your candidate attraction.

Our Approach
A client’s reputation during a recruitment drive is our business.
2discovers approach is to gain a true understanding of each individual
company’s culture, staffing needs and specific vacancy brief, guaranteeing we
recommend the best methods to meet your particular objectives.
Our deep recruitment knowledge is a further result of proactively identifying
industry trends. 2discover Consultants will keep you up-to-date with the latest
developments within your recruitment market through regular:
• Salary Surveys

• Skills training

• Market analysis

• Employment law seminars

• Client think-tank sessions

• On-site assessments

Clients benefit from the additional security that 2discover is an alliance partner
with CareersMultiList forming one of the largest recruitment businesses
in Australia. We can therefore implement scalable solutions, whether to
a multinational or a local organisation, we have the national coverage and
regional knowledge to meet your unique recruitment needs.

“We decided to review our
preferred suppliers panel as
our key contacts at the various
agencies kept changing and we
had a run of poorly matched
candidates sent for interview.
Since we have switched to
2discover as one of our key
suppliers we have been much
happier. We have always
received a very high standard
from the staff at 2discover
and we look forward to a
mutually successful business
relationship.
I would highly recommend
2discover to another company
or candidate.”
Jennifer Vinton
General Manager
Manchester Unity
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Our Clients
Personal-based
Tried and tested candidate sourcing methods, when combined with the 2discover brand, remain
highly successful avenues.
• Innovative Referral Schemes – Over 90 percent of candidates would recommend 2discover
based on their positive experience with us. In fact, it is not unusual for clients themselves to
become 2discover candidates. We reinforce these quality candidate referrals with what is
strongly considered the industry’s best “Recommend a Friend” campaigns, including a reward
and recognition program.
• Career Returners – Loyal 2discover candidate retention is best exemplified by the number of
jobseekers who continually return to their 2discover Consultant for each rung of their career
ladder. We have progressed many candidates’ careers from Receptionist, Executive PA to
Executive HR with one point of contact.
• Print Media – 2discovers long-standing relationships with national and local publications allow
us to negotiate competitive advertisement rates and positioning for our clients.
• Networking – Our headline sponsorship of prestigious industry events, such as the APAC HR
Summit, The HR Industry Awards and HR Networking Forums further enhancing 2discover’s
reputation in the elite market.
• Strategic Affiliate Partnerships – Synergy at its best. By partnering with companies that
share similar values and customer bases at 2discover, we take advantage of an exclusive
source of candidates. Our alliances include CareersMultilist, Work and Live in Australia and
international recruitment consultancies.
• Career Fairs and Open Evenings – Active participation in targeted recruitment fairs, for
instance The Australian HR Summit, affords us the unique opportunity to meet face-to-face
with hundreds of potential candidates. Open Evenings, often in partnership with clients,
showcase roles within Select markets, such as our “Get Into Banking” or “Working in the HR
Sector” seminars.
• PR – 2discover is the authority in the HR, Business & Office Support Recruitment arena and
is regularly featured in the press including Human Capital Magazine and HR Magazine. This
coverage attracts a large number of passive jobseekers to our services through an unbiased,
credible source.

15
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Our Clients
As the backbone to our own success, it is 2discover’s mission
to help support candidates reach their potential.

Screening
• Ongoing Communication – Our continual correspondence involves
2discover candidates receiving frequent vacancy updates, constructive
CV & interview advice and post-placement calls. Additionally, we invite
feedback on our service via an anonymous questionnaire, publish a
quarterly candidate newsletter and employ a dedicated Customer Service
team.
• Priority Service – As a win-win benefit for candidates and clients,
2discover offers our jobseekers the opportunity to come to our offices
before 8:30am, dressed and ready for work, to gain priority on incoming
temporary roles.
• Skills Training – We aim to improve the careers of our candidates
by hosting regular training workshops in conjunction with high profile
organisations such as Pitman training. What’s more, we offer our
candidates to take advantage of our free, Microsoft Office training
software.
• Networking Events – Our social events calendar has extensive listings
for collective groups of candidates, from our “immediately available” to
multilingual to temporary candidates, at which our 2discover Consultants
market our clients’ vacancies in an informal atmosphere.

“Starting my career in HR was
a pretty nerve racking time for
me, but the transition into the
workforce was made all the
more comfortable because
of 2discover. From the initial
interview with John through to
the completion of my contract,
I have received support, honest
advice and was always updated
on what was happening with my
role.
I additionally received
recognition for my efforts and
always felt at ease approaching
2discover with any questions
I had. I never felt like just
another candidate, but a valued
employee of 2discover.”
Mariam Khan
Human Resource Consultant
16
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Our Clients
Why Use 2discover
• Reputation with the Marketplace – We love what we do and take pride
in our trusted reputation as a consultative and professional recruitment
firm. Our enviable marketplace position is a competitive advantage when
sourcing talent.
• Code of Professional Conduct – Our internal processes have been
recognised as the most stringent in the market. This is strengthened by
our 2discover Training team who educate.
• Our Consultants operate under clear ‘Best Practice’ guidelines, whilst
skilled teams in IT, Payroll, Finance, HR and Marketing professionally
administer our back office.
• Corporate Social Responsibility – it is an honour and privilege to support
the communities in which we work. 2discover annually dedicates a portion
of our profit to our clients selected charities, St Vincents Hospital, Red
Kite; supporting children with cancer. Furthermore, our pledge to Carbon
Neutral status ensures our commitment to the environment is carried out
by staff and suppliers alike.
• Account Team – As a 2discover client, you will be assigned a specialist
Consultant supported by an account team. Together, they will be
responsible to work in partnership with you by:
• Understanding your business through-and-through
• Sourcing and matching candidates quickly and accurately
• Achieving mutually-agreed standards within a bespoke Service
Level
• Agreement regarding timescales, management information and
service reviews.
• We pay you if we get it wrong. 2discover are the only company in
Australia that practice ‘sharing the risk’ which is our no quibble
guarantee technique. If a client is not happy with our service
delivery then they don’t pay.
It’s all about the service!

“The team at 2discover always
deliver for us - on even the
most challenging requests.
2discover is trusted by every
member of our management
team to find people who will
be a good fit with our culture
and values as well as meet
our competence expectations.
And they sell our company to
prospective candidates too - I
would never have considered
working in retail were it not for
John Leith’s ability to persuade
me of the match between my
core values and IKEA’s.”
Debra Coulson=
Human Resources
Department Head IKEA
17
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Client Testimonials
“2discover are by far one of the most professional,
resourceful and efficient recruitment agencies we use.
They have a very clear understanding and knowledge of
our business which enables them to always find the best
candidates for us. Their experience and knowledge of the
marketplace is evidenced by the quality and diversity of
the candidates they put forward. We have recently placed
people from 2discover in a range of teams including lead
generation and sales and marketing. The team from
2discover are always an absolute pleasure to deal with
and I highly recommend their services to anyone looking
for a top recruitment agency in Australia!”
Andrea Riveros
HR Manager
Asia Pacific Travelex Global
Business Payments
“We have just completed our second placement with
2discover and again they has delivered for us! On both
occasions they took a detailed brief and worked really
hard in presenting candidates that understood our culture
and as a result have proven to be key members of our
team. I have no hesitation in recommending 2discover as
a team for filling roles in your business. The candidates
they find are keepers!”
Sean Rudder
Datafile
General Manager Sales &
Marketing

“The Curran Foundation engaged 2discover in May to
assist with the permanent recruitment of an Accounts
Administrator / Office Manager. They had a pragmatic
approach in guiding us to the right candidate in terms
of the skills and experience we needed, while being
sensitive to our unique organisational culture. 2discover
also provided valuable support at the time of contract
and salary negotiations with the successful candidate
and was considered and professional throughout these
discussions.”
Victoria Harrison
The Curran Foundation for St Vincents Hospital
Deputy Executive Director

“I have nothing but praise for Julie and her team at
2discover. No assignment is too big, too small or
too challenging to handle and every placement, be it
temporary or permanent, has been first class. Being
up front, honest and constantly communicating on the
progress of the assignment are hallmarks of the service
provided by 2discover. The team‟s ability to meet our
recruitment needs in a unique industry with diverse skills
and experience is testament to going the extra mile
to get the job done right. The keys to our successful
relationship are understanding our business, our people
and how we work together to bring the best talent to
Duncan.”
Diana Thame
HR Manager - Duncan Solutions
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“2discover as an agency have
always responded quickly and
efficiently to requests for permanent
and temporary staff, even when
they have been called at the
eleventh hour they have been
able to help Colonial First State by
providing high calibre candidates.
2discover spent time in our working
environment to gain a better
understanding of what we actually
do; this was time well spent and
really contributed to 2discover’s
success with us. 2discover also
provided the frame work for us
to run an assessment centre; this
saved us both time and resources.
The staff at 2discover always
deliver and are genuinely client
focused. I recommend 2discover
to any one looking for a recruiter
with Experience, Integrity and
Personality!”

“The Curran Foundation engaged
2discover in May to assist with
the permanent recruitment of an
Accounts Administrator / Office
Manager. They had a pragmatic
approach in guiding us to the right
candidate in terms of the skills and
experience we needed, while being
sensitive to our unique organisational
culture. 2discover also provided
valuable support at the time of
contract and salary negotiations
with the successful candidate and
was considered and professional
throughout these discussions.”

“We have dealt with many
recruitment agencies and what set
2discover apart from the others was
their ability to listen, understand
and deliver. Our needs were
particular and 2discover understood
and delivered on these needs
impeccably. The staff at 2discover
are intelligent and dedicated and we
couldn’t be happier with our new
team member.”
Jacqui Mears
Channel - Office Manager

Alec Gardner
HPM Legrand
Human Resources and Training
Manager

Catherine Badran
Colonial First State
Head of Client Services
Development

“

The team from 2discover are
always an absolute pleasure to
deal with and I highly recommend
their services to anyone looking
for a top recruitment agency in
Australia!

”

www.2discover.com.au
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Candidate Testimonials
“I have known my consultant for approximately 15 years,
both as a client and candidate. In both capacities, I have
always been treated with great professionalism and
respect.
At 2discover, they have kept in touch on a very timely
basis, ensuring that I have been aware of appropriate job
opportunities, emailing precise position descriptions, and
providing very comprehensive company backgrounds.
They has also performed thorough reference checks,
following up in the crucial few weeks after appointment,
to ensure that the job placement is successful, and to
deal with any problems/issues that may arise. I owe my
current contract to 2discover.
They are also a very effective and generous net- workers
and gets back to you when they say that they will. They
are reliable and dependable, which is very important
in business. Above all, they are passionate about their
profession as recruiters, management consultants and
mentors to others. As a company, 2discover embodies
all of these qualities and values and I will continue my
association with confidence in the future. I have also
recommended their services to others.”
Mardi Kent
Candidate
Human Resources Consultant

“I am very appreciative of the assistance that I received
from 2discover. On my first meeting, my consultant
was engaged and really listened to where I wanted
to head with my career. I was seeking to move into a
Human Resources position and 2disocver identified an
opportunity where I could apply the current skills I have
and also allowing me to develop new skills in the HR
field. The service I received from 2discover was to a very
high standard. Throughout the recruitment process,
they kept me up to date with developments and was
very supportive throughout. It has been a very positive
experience dealing with 2discover and I am very thankful
for the opportunity they have provided to me.”
Bobby Sanghera
Candidate - Business Development Director

“I recently worked with 2discover on securing a long
term contract with one of Australia leading banks.
Having worked with various recruitment agencies in
my established marketing career as a client and a
candidate I was pleasantly surprised with the 2discover
service approach. From the word go I was never made
to feel like just another candidate. As a boutique agency
2discover holds an added advantage to provide their
candidates with attention to detail and care. I regularly
met and chatted with my account manager, as well
as support staff. I was guided through the bank‟s many
business changes to ensure I was well informed and
supported. Like most of the people I met in 2discover,
I found the staff to be approachable, warm and
compassionate. What impressed me most is their after
service care. After completing my contract and securing
a permanent role their service value proposition
carried through even after I left their “books”. It
was a great pleasure to work with 2discover. I have
since recommended 2discover to other professional
colleagues and I will continue to do so to any company
looking for quality service and seeking great results.”
Lili Sta-Maria
Candidate - Marketing Manager

www.2discover.com.au
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“I am a mature person looking for work, when an
associate suggested I contact 2discover. I spoke to the
Director, John Leith about finding work. I duly sent off
my CV to which he replied promptly and promised that
someone would be in touch with me. The next day I got
a phone call from a consultant and we spoke for some
time and arranged that an interview which suited us
both. The consultant was very friendly and helpful and
said that there should be no difficulty finding work. He
suggested temp work until something permanent turned
up, to which I agreed. He mentioned that he did have a
job in mind, which would be 7 months and would look
into it. Later that day he phoned to say that unfortunately
that position was filled but there was another job. He
passed me on to another consultant, who phoned and
organised for an interview. I was successful and started
work shortly after. I have reminded 2discover that I am
available for work and that my preference is permanent
work. They both assured me that they will let me know
when something suitable turns up. I am impressed with
the service and hope it continues.”
Leona Cross
Candidate - Personal Assistant

“I feel I need to express my appreciation for the
assistance given to me by 2discover to enable me to
be successful in gaining a position. 2discover showed
not only a high professionalism, but also a friendly and
understanding approach at my interview. After working
within the Health industry for nearly 20 years, he took
on board all my abilities and achievements and assisted
me in looking outside the box. By evaluating my needs
and taking into consideration my customer service
experience, they introduced me to another industry. I
also appreciated the way 2discover took on board my
earning potential and redirected me from a lower paying
placement. They gave me great support leading up to the
interview with both emails and ringing up the night before
the interview offering advice and support; again called
after the interview giving me feedback and an estimated
time of their decision.
It has been a very satisfying experience being
involved with 2discover, even if I had been unsuccessful
this time, I know 2discover would have ensured a quick
follow up. It’s a pleasure to sit down and point out that an
organisation is doing the right thing the right way.”
Alison Vaughan
Candidate
Customer Service Representative
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Your Call
• Are you in need of a recruitment expert to assess and deliver your
requirements?
• Is your company’s success dependent on high calibre staff?
• Does your current recruitment branding inspire prospective
candidates?
• Have you been looking to gain back both your time and money
spent on recruitment?
• Does your partner offer no charge for the first three hours to get
temps up to speed?
• Does your recruitment partner underwrite your entire recruitment
cost if you are not happy with the service?
We would like the opportunity to demonstrate how 2discover can
help. For a consultative assessment of your recruitment needs,
please contact us.

We Relish the Challenge

2discover
Recruitment & Consulting

0 7 Erskine Street, Kings St Wharf, Sydney 2000
! + 61 2 9299 4000 S www.2discover.com.au

9 Got something you want to share?
% info@2discover.com.au

